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Sexy Sci-Fi 2014-10-03

set a course throughout the universe with the curviest cuties in the cosmos tantalizing tales of terrific sci fi and fantasy in this collection of golden age comics a scientist seeks a relation ship with a
miniature nymph a honeymoon in space leads to the family reunion of a lifetime an experiment in time travel has a couple becoming the adam and eve a maniac has control over an entire ship of frozen women
a nerd gets a package from the future containing instant harem girls a martian princess longs for her earth lover an astronaut crashes on a prehistoric planet and befriends a sultry cavegirl and alien
invaders succumb to the human emotions of love sexy space sirens and more await in this sizzling hot guide to the galaxy

Sexy Alien Christmas 2021-11-16

as christmas approaches not everyone is kissing under the mistletoe sometimes life gets in the way of the magic of the holiday this novella follows three of the forgotten alien warrior couples as they
struggle to work through their differences but can they do it in time to save christmas

You Sexy Thing 2019-01-14

farscape meets the great british bake off in this fantastic space opera you sexy thing from former sfwa president cat rambo 2022 dragon award nominee 2022 locus award nominee just when they
thought they were out twicefar station is at the edge of the known universe and that s just how niko larson former admiral in the grand military of the hive mind likes it retired and finally free of the
continual war of conquest niko and the remnants of her former unit are content to spend the rest of their days working at the restaurant they built together the last chance but some wars can t ever
be escaped and unlike the hive mind some enemies aren t content to let old soldiers go niko and her crew are forced onto a sentient ship convinced that it is being stolen and must survive the machinations
of a sadistic pirate king if they even hope to keep the dream of the last chance alive at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Screw Tomorrow: Sexy Science Fiction Stories 2021-06-23

kaysee renee robichaud has written a lot of fantasy and contemporary stories however when she began her career she also produced several exciting erotic science fiction stories these tales run the
gamut from sobering space opera to quirky cyberpunk to exciting eco punk for the first time these tales are collected together along with a brand new story in this collection discover a city under
constant assault by plants faces a completely different adversary the product of a new step in evolution can these two wildly different species ever see eye to eye an attacked ship on the edge of space
damaged beyond repair yet occupied by two survivors can this couple secure a safe escape before the threat returns to finish the destructive work it started a future san antonio where the riverwalk
has become a toxic deathtrap can an information courier and a more machine than man bodyguard overcome impossible odds to decrypt information worth killing for these stories and more will unlock
futures unlike any other strange places where technological marvels and primal passions mix in unusual ways that have tickled kaysee renee s fans for years and garnered her critical praise note this
book contains graphic sexual scenes and is not for minors

Joah Maroon 1 2013-09

a chilling science fiction adventure for fans of this author joah maroon survived the death games in the island girls trilogy to escape the clutches of the perverted aliens known as thesphilians his fame
as a galactic hero eventually fades and leads him to his new leadership role captain of a small interstellar freighter caught between our universe and the thin fabric of jump space a haunting menace
makes the crew s first journey a troublesome one the dangerous alien worlds on his route only adds to their problems joah must balance his love life with his new job as a strange transformation
attacks his body the joah maroon series is intended for mature readers only due to violence profanity and sexually explicit scenes the story is a continuation from the island girls series but will also
coincide with the dirty girls series
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Moonie Sexy Space Stories 2013

here is a wild no holds barred collection of sexy space stories some featuring moonie the starbabe since there are no restrictions other than the tales be science fiction we have an epic poem a comic strip
a screenplay a heroic fantasy an anime satire and just plain great stories moonie must enter a dream world to solve a series of murders a warrior searches a land of magic for his missing friends a man
copes with the loneliness aboard a space station in a way which will blow your mind a girl coddles an alien invader who is shaped like a frog a woman searches planets for the perfect alien lover and so
much more nineteen tales in all

Man in the Mirror - A Sexy M/M Sci-Fi Time Travel Short Story from Steam Books 2019-11-22

bonus this ebook contains a preview of the hot novelette the prince s bodyguard by bernadette russo the brilliant and handsome dalton has found himself in the past as a result of his latest experiment
and what s more he s found himself in the bedroom of an incredibly attractive young man his younger self an amazing opportunity presents itself just what will dalton do in the name of science or in the
name of lust warning this 5 154 word short story is a steamy read that contains explicit scenes between a dashing and brilliant scientist and his handsome young man doppl

Lost Love 2021-07-06

this is a true ff lesbian 627 page sci fi fantasy adventure romance two kick ass heroines against a supernatural evil a post apocalyptic fight for survival a time travel story of sacrifice and love an
adventure you ll want to live a hot and sexy love story you ll never forget did i mention hot and sexy a one of a kind read until the sequel in january anyway enjoy kate jackson

Naughty Nora 2016-02-19

in the darkness of a hot ohio summer night nora dawson realizes her ex husband plans to make good on his threat to kill her timid and weak she almost welcomes the end of years of fear and intimidation
but the universe has other plans for nora and her friends they are rescued by space males on a cosmic mission to study human female sexuality nora is selected by eros a commanding but gentle master
with eros guiding her on an exploration of her sexual self the real nora written deep in her dna surfaces perhaps submission to a master is not something to dread but to desire in every sense of the word
publisher s note this sci fi romance contains graphic scenes and a theme of power exchange

Naughty Lovers 2015-09-15

including bbw bdsm contemporary fantasy lesbian romance m f m m m new adult paranormal regency sci fi shape shifter speculative fiction steampunk stepbrother romance from bestselling authors
featuring the ride of her life tina donahue maddy s so desperate for fun she s signed up for speed dating ew before she can ditch the event ben her sexy driver arrives after one sinfully hot kiss they re
breaking all the rules and then some on a sensuous spring night love in the air suz demello jill s been curious about bdsm since reading fifty shades and firefighter zack is more than willing to scratch that
itch for her renaissance alexa silver kira meets sage one of the guys from her favorite band at a rock workshop can she trust this handsome rockstar or is he after more than her talent bastard s bonus
terry rissen there is no love lost between the glass spinners guild and the tavern keepers guild for ian and zane it means they can never be together or risk losing everything cinderella scandal nicole
austin it was a onetime indulgence a random encounter between strangers a good girl s dirty little secret with her bad boy stepbrother anything else is forbidden or is it swing follies ockham steam
works laboratory chronicles 3 regina kammer blimey delia s besotted with edward but when an old flame from edward s revolutionary past swings by and steams up the laboratory has delia missed her
chance at love sappho s sisters berengaria brown lady eustacia lumley the only child of the earl of wentworth must marry well and ensure the succession only problem is she s falling in love with
another woman blast from the past katherine kingston lynn s past relationship with ryan wasn t healthy but when she meets him again after a long separation the old flames reignite can they have a
more mature relationship now the wyndraider s conquest charlotte boyett compo prime reaper xandon cree must pick the next test pilot to fly a super secret war craft picking a female for the job is not
what he had in mind
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Eon 2022-05-27

new york times bestselling author greg bear s eon is now available for the first time in trade paperback the 21st century was on the brink of nuclear confrontation when the 300 kilometer long stone
flashed out of nothingness and into earth s orbit nasa nato and the un sent explorers to the asteroid s surface and discovered marvels and mysteries to drive researchers mad for the stone was from
space but perhaps not our space it came from the future but perhaps not our future and within the hollowed asteroid was thistledown the remains of a vanished civilization a human english russian and
chinese speaking civilization seven vast chambers containing forests lakes rivers hanging cities and museums describing the death the catastrophic war that was about to occur the horror and the long
winter that would follow but while scientists and politicians bickered about how to use the information to stop the death the stone yielded a secret that made even earth s survival pale into
insignificance

Xol 2014-02-20

ava never dreamed she d fall for a hot alien vigilante yet she s fallen hard for the red skinned brute all ava wants to do is stop slavery life as a slave isn t what she signed up for and she leads a team
with a sexy alien mercenary xol to rescue those captured on elrilia her near miss with a lifetime as a slave gives her great purpose to set them free xol agrees to step off their spaceship and help ava on
elrilia though he s out of place on the planet he can t deny the pull he feels toward the small terran her strong spirit makes his heart race and he ll stop at nothing to protect her ava s budding feelings
for xol grow as they work together on the rescue mission but the perilous journey may separate them forever if she s captured and taken away xol is book 3 in the rescued by the alien mercenary sci fi
romance series featuring adventure a sexy alien hero and a strong heroine sparks are bound to fly this novella has no cheating and no cliffhangers but a guaranteed hea

Once Upon a Pet Show (A Redpoint One Romance) 2012-07-10

does love stand a chance among alien pets and intrigues vallory schist does not care about winning a prize at redpoint one s annual exotic pet show she must quickly find her rare etrucian daubpups a
new habitat and an attraction to damien cannot get in the way failing life support systems at both the show and station keep engineer damien lysander busier than ever then he encounters vallory and her
heat sensitive daubpups and the fireworks when they are together add into the mix the nosy naughty knitter s club interfering repair bots a series of pet nappings and daubpups who will not stay in their
cages does love stand a chance among alien pets and intrigues vallory schist does not care about winning a prize at redpoint one s annual exotic pet show she must quickly find her rare etrucian
daubpups a new habitat and an attraction to damien cannot get in the way failing life support systems at both the show and station keep engineer damien lysander busier than ever then he encounters
vallory and her heat sensitive daubpups and the fireworks when they are together add into the mix the nosy naughty knitter s club interfering repair bots a series of pet nappings and daubpups who will
not stay in their cages how can love not bloom other books in the redpoint one romance series coffee cup dreams a turn of the pipes once upon a pet show keywords adventure action robots science
fiction scifi science fiction romance attraction scifi romance spacestation human wave science fiction space opera sweet humor humorous knitting pet show rare animals knitting club alien animals pets
exotic pets

Some Kind of Fairy Tale 2006-03

acclaimed author graham joyce s mesmerizing new novel centers around the disappearance of a young girl from a small town in the heart of england her sudden return twenty years later and the mind
bending tale of where she s been will challenge our very perception of truth for twenty years after tara martin disappeared from her small english town her parents and her brother peter have lived in
denial of the grim fact that she was gone for good and then suddenly on christmas day the doorbell rings at her parents home and there disheveled and slightly peculiar looking tara stands it s a miracle
but alarm bells are ringing for peter tara s story just does not add up and incredibly she barely looks a day older than when she vanished award winning author graham joyce is a master of exploring
new realms of understanding that exist between dreams and reality between the known and unknown some kind of fairy tale is a unique journey every bit as magical as its title implies and as real and
unsentimental as the world around us
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Dirty Rotten Aliens 2019-06-28

this book is a collection of sf parodies written by some of the best of theenre some stories have been long out of print and unavailable thesetories are available for the first time in soft cover trade
this bookollects rare and unavailable short stories by some of the top names incience fiction it is edited by award winning writer and editor mike resnick cience fiction writers have a lone and honored
history of borrowing anduilding upon each other s concepts it s not commonly known but they haven equally and only slightly less honored history of poking fun at each other his fun collection of
science fiction parodies by some of the greats likesaac asimov poul anderson arthur c clarke among many others is aust own for any fan of the genre mike resnick a popular and prolificcience fiction
author was born in 1942 he sold his first article in 1957 is first short story in 1959 and his first book in 1962 his books haveeen translated in over a dozen languages and he s won awards around
theorld he continues to write and edit

Opposable 2015-05-17

great action and sexy sleekness fans of battlestar galactica will love this amazon top 500 reviewer sexy sci fi action thriller suspense action characters that draw you in this is intelligent emotive
sci fi with thrills intrigue and heat the blackest of ops the hottest of connections the most coveted asset in the cosmos cooper pierce is the best off world black ops agent our world has ever known
undercover with the cruel and powerful echelon he has discoveredthe most coveted asset in thecosmos the beautiful moethiican rise code namesiren five she is the only being in the known worlds able to
open the veil portal shimmering above earth the most powerful beings in the cosmos wait behind it our true makers among them cooper must deliver her safely to earth and into the hands of the highest
powers of the military but four like her have failed before and cooper has been undercover with the echelon longer than is safe for him they are predators the pet military of the old ones dark powers dark
appetites dark magic ones like rise are given to them as soon as they come of age to do with what they will to indulge every dark desire to see if one like her is the siren and if the old ones control the
siren they will control everything from the far reaches of the cosmos to modern day earth deeply laid plots secret players and unlikely alliances all hurtle towards the anticipated veil opening and the
final war and all the while the connection between cooper and rise keeps getting hotter and hotter in the end will it be this that changes everything rise siren five is a sleek sexy sci fi action thriller
about connection control and the secrets of the cosmos that none of us saw coming suspense action characters that draw you in this is intelligent emotive playful sci fi with thrills intrigue and heat
sci fi for grown ups sexy sci fi thriller but so much more besides looking for something to take me to another world and i found it will leave you thirsty for the sequel fans of battlestar galactica
will love this a must read for scifi lovers

Rise Siren Five 2016-01-25

extraterrestrial liaisons adventures in europe meet noom the vanguard of a cadre of elite scientific operatives from the planet of persion 15 follow her playful and naughty adventure as she and two
of her seductive companions travel through europe to learn all about steamy human behaviour armed with powerful pheromones they embark on one wild adventure after another part of an ancient alien
society of peaceful traders the illustrious science council trains specially conditioned researchers to study the strange inhabitants of the planet called earth their mission at first appearing frivolous
is of the utmost importance to the great persion trading empire from the brown dwarf star of the persion system to the scenic vistas of spain noom experiences a true sensuous awakening her rowdy
companions ji and meem help her explore new heights of gratification utilizing their wits and a dazzling array of powerful technology at their disposal they move from country to country to sample the
human element their wanton insatiability encompasses every moment of their lives wild nights and hot days abound from the frozen north to sun drenched romantic encounters all goes to plan until noom
succumbs to a forbidden love with danger lurking around the corner our intrepid heroine is faced with difficult choices this book offers exciting adventure powerful friendships and passionate encounters
see this intergalactic romp through the eyes of the aliens watch as they adapt to human culture and become more and more like us this book is filled to the brim with intrigue and naughty fantasy do
these peaceful persions have a deeper sinister purpose can they complete their mission before the human authorities catch on to their experiment indulge your wildest fantasies and secret desires in this
action packed fun filled science fiction story this is definitely a journey that you don t want to miss

Extraterrestrial Liaisons an Alien Romance Tale 2012-03-10

an alien newt leads to love rachel henderkito s job of taking care of redpoint one s plumbing problems isn t easy especially when citizen pets clog up the pipes after fishing an alien newt out of the pipes for
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a third time she takes the creature back to its owner for a stern warning ignacio manetti is determined to help keep rare alien newts and salamanders off the extinction list he doesn t have time for
romance nor for the heart breaking memories it brings with it add in an alien flying squirrel preparations for redpoint one s annual exotic pet show and the lovably interfering naughty knitter s club how
can romance not bloom except rachel and her bot hate his rare mandian ruffled newt while he unconditionally loves it other books in the redpoint one romance series coffee cup dreams a turn of the pipes
once upon a pet show keywords adventure action robots science fiction scifi science fiction romance attraction scifi romance spacestation mental gifts human wave science fiction space opera sweet
humor humorous knitting pet show rare animals knitting club plumbing problem alien animals flying squirrel

A Turn of the Pipes (A Redpoint One Romance) 2012-06-18

five inter connected stories set in a mythical past focus on the experiences of the slave gorgik and deal with aspects of the beginning of civilization contents the tale of gorgik the tale of old venn the
tale of small sarg the tale of potters and dragons the tale of dragons and dreamers

Tales of Neveryon 2015-10-13

her life belongs to him renowned kall expert layla remington is horrified when her estranged husband michael murders a kall female named shessema in cold blood she knew he was sympathetic to the human
rebel cause but she never believed he d take his hatred for the conquering aliens so far when she s summoned before a kall court the ancient custom of retribution is followed layla is given to shessema s
grieving husband general zamek to do with as he pleases his mercy comes with a price general zamek arrives at the courtroom intending to exact his vengeance immediately and take layla s life but one look
into her soulful dark eyes and he falters instead of driving a sword through her heart he carries her off telling himself he ll avenge shessema s death by making layla suffer before he eventually kills her
but the first time he hurts her nothing goes as planned and he soon finds himself becoming fiercely possessive and protective of the little human female whose life will forever belong to him

Retribution 2016-12-14

little naughty duck is about a little duck that doesn t want to listen to his mother and because he disobeys he finds himself in more trouble than he can handle the moral of the story is that children
should listen to the wise words of their parents and obey them

Little Naughty Duck 2017-04-10

inside a single atom there exists a whole universe unto itself and it is called the atomverse within this bizarre quantum world one quanta is equal to one dollar and the characters you are about to
meet although they drink mow lawns and rob banks like normal people they are shall we say a bit on the quarky side electron is the bounty hunter his spin kicks are so fast that his feet can be in an
infinite number of places at the same time photon his beautiful girlfriend drives her pickup truck at the speed of light and can only stop by crashing into something together with sheriff gravity and his
deputies space and time they ve got to navigate a host of odd characters to catch the illusive thief neutrino to satisfy mr black hole s demands or perish in the total annihilation of the atomverse and
everything in it this short novella takes a different approach to science fiction it s cheeky geeky and in some places even a bit naughty please note i will be upgrading the cover of this book shortly one
mistake i made is spelling the word illustrator wrong omg i never sent the cover to my editor lol anyway look at it this way this particular cover will be a collector s item

Quark County Bounty Hunter 2011-07-06

falsely convicted of a crime i m sentenced to life as a mail order bride to an alien i m starr elizabeth conner earth s government falsely convicted me of a crime packed me on a ship with other female felons
and sent us to dakon a primitive frozen wasteland of a planet but i m no barbarian s mail order bride even if he is super tall muscular and the chief of his tribe he doesn t want a bbw blonde either it s
written all over his chiseled face he ll be truly angry if he ever learns what my crime was i am torg i have waited 34 rotations for a mate of my own with this shipment i was sure to get a fine sturdy
mate who ll bear me many daughters instead i receive a small curvy pale haired female who looks at me with anger and fear it is only when we kiss that i believe things may work out between us but i m
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hearing rumors that starr and her shipmates are law breakers to survive dakonians must obey all laws or be exiled into the frozen wasteland just when i have found her will i have to banish my mate

Alien Mate 2022-03-07

winner of the locus award for best first novel rich intricate worldbuilding meets swoonworthy romance ph�dre and joscelin s story is the beating heart of every romantasy to follow olivie blake
servant seductress spy all ph�dre n� delaunay has known is a life of servitude until now when her bond is purchased by a nobleman anafiel delaunay he transforms her into a charming courtesan and
skillful spy he s also the first to recognize what she is one touched by the god kushiel s dart chosen to forever experience pain and pleasure as one but when ph�dre uncovers a plot that threatens the
very foundations of her homeland she s thrown into a world of deadly courtiers heroic traitors and one truly machiavellian villainess her journey will take her to the edge of despair and beyond for
false friends loving enemies and beloved assassins all wear the same glittering masks and ph�dre will get but one chance to save all that she holds dear sophisticated fantasy intricately plotted and a
fascinating read robert jordan superbly detailed sometimes unbearably intense kirkus reviews brilliant and daring an assured and magnificent book publishers weekly kushiel s dart is an intoxicating
fantasy of intrigue betrayal and desire perfect for fans of sarah j maas and jennifer l armentrout continue the journey with kushiel s chosen by jacqueline carey

Kushiel's Dart 2022-12-08

the dirty adepts tells the story of nineteen year old teagan grey witherson who is on a rocky road to emotionally recovering from her father s sudden death she finds herself thrown into disarray when
her therapist s daughter is found murdered in the woods and discovers that her life isn t what she once thought it was suddenly shrouded in the supernatural grey discovers that she may be powerful
but when a merciless group named the contingent starts to hunt her grey must fight to learn the truth about the power in her blood

The Triton Series: the Dirty Adepts 1978-01-01

the complete a timeless affair series featuring all three ebooks allie is a normal woman with a normal life but one day she decides to take fate into her hands and have a little adventure that choice
leads her down a blue colored rabbit hole and into a new world and also into the arms of a handsome and mysterious stranger together the two learn about life and love and what it means to be the
world to another person keywords paranormal romance novels 18 dragon wrath dragon marked paranormal romance with humor paranormal romance comedy paranormal romance hea paranormal
romance series for adults adult books dragon shifter adventure fantasy romance mates fantasy romance steamy dragon shifter romance series new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy horror free
free book free ebook ebook free novel series female protagonist novel alpha male hero fiction women s fiction racy free romance novel seduction sexy sensual contemporary demon werewolf shifter
shapeshifter wolf dark fantasy vampire undead immortal ghost witch sorcery dragons epic elf god dragon shifter romance medieval paranormal romance dragon wife dragin magic alien romance alien space
travel science fiction

A Timeless Affair Box Set (SciFi Dragon Alien Romance) 2019-03-25

let other people volunteer to be brides and join the alien sausage party says mom with a deep frown okay first of all please don t ever use the term sausage party again and secondly mom my mind is made
up this might be our only chance i will convince them to cure her and i will be on a spaceship with aliens responds maya maya arnold was leading a normal life working and helping care for her sister until
the cerasteans arrived offering a cure for cancer if enough women volunteer as brides maya jumped at the chance saving her sister was her only goal she never expected to actually fall in love with an
alien or find best friends in the other bride volunteers since the mysterious destruction of ceraste commander d avii and the surviving males have been searching the galaxy for a new home finding earth and
its women was a miracle like most cerasteans he finds humans to be fascinating creatures none more so than bride volunteer maya his attraction to her is instant and intense still he knows maya can
never choose him a warrior with so many higher caste scientists seeking their own mates to do so would shame the scientists and tear the last of his people apart yet he aches at the loss of something he
never even had
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Dirty Tricks 201-09-01

she s hot she s sexy she s everything a lonely alien could want except for the part where she captures him and puts him in a cage nyt bestselling author michelle m pillow is back with a brand new sci fi
alien romance adventure where mischief happens when sexy aliens looking for love land on earth alpha male alien izotz aka ice storm chaos isn t one for space exploration he finds enough action fighting
for survival on his frozen tundra of a home world when the promises of galaxy alien mail order brides tempt his brothers into signing up for a trip to earth he s hard pressed to say no to the fantasy not
many remain on the planet of sintaz and this may be his only chance to find a mate to warm the freezing nights what he hadn t planned on was the fact the woman of his dreams would want to capture him
and put him in a cage when elle took the mercenary job hunting ufos she thought it would be an easy paycheck from an eccentric crazy man little did she know extraterrestrials were real and freaking sexy
to boot if she can ignore the blue skin surely this hunky alien can overlook the fact she s the reason he s now her boss science experiment book four of the galaxy alien mail order brides series by ny times
and usa today bestselling author michelle m pillow 5 stars intrigue adventure romance and humor mandy m roth nyt usat bestselling author 2019 5 stars alien hottie check funny check sexy double
check soooooooo good get it robyn peterman nyt usat bestselling author 2019 about the series not everything that happens in the spaceship stays in the spaceship especially if you are an awkward
hot alien looking for a little loving on the strange new planet earth author note remember galaxy brides corporation from dragon lords this is that company in modern day when it first started
qurilixen world series installments can be read in any order praise for ice 5 stars poor ice all he wanted was a wife and instead he is captured and put in a cage by scientists lucky for him a kick ass
female is there to save the day and him and even luckier me because i love a kick ass heroine renee george usa today bestselling author or paranormal mysteries and romances 2019 5 stars a must read for
anyone who loves a good alien romance jaycee clark new york times and usa today bestselling author of romantic suspense 2019 5 stars hilarious i loved this book these alpha aliens have no clue
what they re getting themselves into when they come to earth debra dunbar urban fantasy and paranormal romance author 2019 5 stars another funny sexy tale of hot aliens from rockstar michelle m
pillow the intergalactic dating agency strikes again and this time he s blue tasha black usa today bestselling author of paranormal scifi fantasy romance 2021 5 stars amusing and entertaining reading
this book was a lot of fun cara bristol usat bestselling science fiction romance author 2019 5 stars a funny tale of alien mishaps on the road to love and they re blue eve langlais nyt usat
bestselling author 2019 5 stars susan hayes usa today bestselling sci fi and paranormal romance bookbub 2019 galaxy alien mail order brides series spark flame blaze ice frost snow a qurilixen world
novella the qurilixen world is an extensive collection of paranormal fantasy and science fiction romance novels by award winning author michelle m pillow and includes several series installments
dragon lords lords of the var space lords captured by a dragon shifter galaxy alien mail order brides dynasty lords qurilixen lords and more intergalactic dating agency books are standalone series
each from different authors with the same theme michelle m pillow s galaxy alien mail order brides is part of her qurilixen world other authors include kenzie cox v vaughn elsa jade erin kellison tasha
black ellis leigh susan hayes annie nicholas cara bristol sue mercury lea kirk mina carter susan grant skye mackinnon tamsin ley candice gilmer kate rudolph a m griffin demelza carlton sophie stern ac
james includes paranormal science fiction fantasy sci fi alien romance paranormal romance alpha male romance fated mates action and adventure romantic comedy fantasy sci fi science fiction fantasy
first contact alien contact comedy galactic romance galactic quest hea humor humorous romance romance romantic adventure sfr sci fi romance space adventure space adventure space exploration
space romance blue collar hero contemporary mail order brides interstellar romance winter christmas minnesota colonization romance alien mate romance space books for adults sci fi sci fi books sci fi
romance sci fi adventure sci fi series space marine alien warrior

The Bride Program 2017-09-12

a sexual history of the 1990s when the baby boomers took over washington hollywood and madison avenue a definitive look at the captains of the culture wars and an indispensable road map for
understanding how we got to the trump teens the naughty nineties the triumph of the american libido examines the scandal strafed decade when our public and private lives began to blur due to the rise of
the web reality television and the wholesale tabloidization of pop culture in this comprehensive and often hilarious time capsule david friend combines detailed reporting with first person accounts from
many of the decade s singular personalities from anita hill to monica lewinsky lorena bobbitt to heidi fleiss alan cumming to joan rivers jesse jackson to key members of the clinton dole and bush teams the
naughty nineties also uncovers unsung sexual pioneers from the enterprising sisters who dreamed up the brazilian bikini wax to the scientists who quite by accident discovered viagra

Ice 2016-04-12

gary jennings s aztec is the extraordinary story of the last and greatest native civilization of north america told in the words of one of the most robust and memorable characters in modern fiction
mixtli dark cloud aztec reveals the very depths of aztec civilization from the peak and feather banner splendor of the aztec capital of tenochtitlan to the arrival of hern�n cort�s and his
conquistadores and their destruction of the aztec empire the story of mixtli is the story of the aztecs themselves a compelling epic tale of heroic dignity and a colossal civilization s rise and fall at
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The Naughty Nineties 2013-05-20

the only survivor plucked from a world where life has been burned out from horizon to horizon rat korga is a very unusual human on his own world he was subjected to radical anxiety termination a
synapse jamming technique banned on many planets now the officials of the must find a new world for him their first choice is the planet velm a world on which humans co exist uneasily with the trisauian
evelmi and also the world of marq dyeth for whom korga is calculated to be the perfect erotic object to about seven decimal places

Aztec 2014

naughty dog are responsible for developing some of the most iconic games of this generation including crash bandicoot jak and daxter and uncharted now they invite you on a 30 year retrospective tour
with this beautifully designed volume charting their 30 year history from being the precocious pup of the gaming world to their current status as one of the industry s pedigree breeds the art of naughty
dog is a comprehensive guide to one of the most influential game developers in the world this volume collects decades of production art essays and inside stories

Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand 2013-01-29

three erotic short stories 1 welcome to the fun house hotel you re tired get some sleep as the sexy staff helps you get a really good night s sleep beware of sexy creatures of the night 2
congratulations you are inventor of the skulcap a computer program that brings dreams to real life you made billions of dollars in the adult entertainment industry as inventor of the computer that
revolutionized entertainment you are getting married to your girlfriend lucia and your maid loves you even though you never knew your maid s name but is this the real world or are you still testing the
skulcap in reality did you ever figure out a way to get out of your machine do you really want to leave your machine 3 aliens have invaded earth all the aliens are beautiful women they look perfect
and human and are of the plant species you meet beatrice she s of the alien species called bea she has charmed you with sexual favors and you have become her pet what is the fate of the human race if the
beas are genetically experimenting on the human race you are being experimented upon as a human sex toy stories are narrated in first person adult content

The Art of Naughty Dog 2023

of all humanities disciplines none is more resistant to the program of positive psychology or more hostile to the prevailing discourse of human flourishing than literary studies the approach taken in this
volume of essays is neither to gloss over that antagonism nor to launch a series of blasts against positive psychology and the happiness industry rather the essays are attempts to reflect on how the
kinds of literary research the contributors themselves are doing the kinds of work to which they are personally committed might become part of an interdisciplinary conversation about human flourishing
the authors specific fields of work are wide ranging covering literary aesthetics book history digital humanities and reader reception as well as the important inter disciplines of gender and sexuality
studies disability studies and black studies fields in which issues of stigma and exclusion are paramount and which have critiqued the discourse of human flourishing for its failure to grapple with
structural inequality and human difference taken together the essays contribute more points of ambiguity and hesitation to the study of human flourishing than decisive advancements literary scholars
are drawn more readily to the problematic than to the decidable but by dwelling on the trouble spots in a field of inquiry still largely confined to the sciences this volume provides the groundwork for
new and more productive forms of interdisciplinary collaboration and exchange

Sexy Science Fiction Stories #1 2018-07-16

being abducted by aliens to be mated to their king is not how aria imagined her dream vacation would begin aria s career fills the void that foster care left behind but recently steamy erotic dreams make
her think she s working too hard a free trip to a luxury resort is just the ticket until she s ushered to a vip party and abducted by an alien who insists she s his king s soul mate love at first sight let
alone sight unseen is a myth her increasing attraction to the ship s captain however is far too real captain tai gaman s mission was simple kidnap aria and deliver her to his king what s complicated is the
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blinding desire he feels for the earth woman that is almost impossible to resist as the sexual hunger between them reaches unbearable height tai must make the most difficult decision of his life claim her as
his own or fulfill his duty to the king forbidden mate is the first book in opal carew s sexy sci fi romance series abducted if you love stories with a captivity theme that lead to passion and everlasting
love and a lot of exciting explicit sexual encounters then you ll love every story in the abducted series buy this passionate and sexy sci fi romance today for some serious heat note this was originally
published as the king and i celestial soul mates series forbidden mate is the first of the abducted series of sci fi alien abduction erotic romance novellas which includes forbidden mate unwilling mate rebel
mate illicit mate captive mate

Literary Studies and Human Flourishing 2005-09-27

mixing classic noir sensibilities with a searing futuristic vision of an age when death is nearly meaningless richard k morgan returns to his saga of betrayal mystery and revenge as takeshi kovacs in one
fatal moment joins forces with a mysterious woman who may have the power to shatter harlan s world forever once a gang member then a marine then a galaxy hopping envoy trained to wreak slaughter
and suppression across the stars a bleeding wounded kovacs was chilling out in a new hokkaido bar when some so called holy men descended on a slim beauty with tangled hyperwired hair an act of
quixotic chivalry later and kovacs was in deep mixed up with a woman with two names many powers and one explosive history in a world where the real and virtual are one and the same and the dead
can come back to life the damsel in distress may be none other than the infamous quellcrist falconer the vaporized symbol of a freedom now gone from harlan s world kovacs can deal with the madness of
ai he can do his part in a battle against biomachines gone wild search for a three centuries old missing weapons system and live with a blood feud with the yakuza and even with the betrayal of people he
once trusted but when his relationship with the falconer brings him an enemy specially designed to destroy him he knows it s time to be afraid after all the guy sent to kill him is himself but younger
stronger and straight out of hell wild provocative and riveting woken furies is a full bore science fiction spectacular of the highest order from one of the most original and spellbinding storytellers at
work today

Forbidden Mate 2019-06-24

contrary to popular belief cupid is not a cute little cherub and he ll take revenge on any who say differently just ask ilar commander of the lycaon guard lady rhiannon s beauty is distracting suitors
from her older sister and ruining her chances at marriage so her father has her locked her away in a tower believing she is going crazy from the isolation rhiannon hears a frightful voice the next thing she
knows she wakes up in a strange forest pursued by mythical wolf men and worst of all their leader is taking her home with him ilar is irritated to discover an enchanted female a human their ancient
hunters disrupting his lycan guards one sniff of this mortal s enchantment and the men go insane trying to kill each other for her hand ilar has no choice but to break the spell by claiming the female as his
own but who knows what will happen when cupid s enchantment is broken from nyt usat bestselling author naughty cupid series anniversary edition reader note this book has been re edited and revised for
it s anniversary paranormal werewolf shifter fantasy historical romance naughty cupid series cupid s enchantment cupid s revenge cupid s favor genres dark high fantasy epic medieval historical
paranormal other world romance fairies elves demons trolls mythical fanciful creatures shapeshifter psychic paranormal romance elf fantasy romance wizards sorcery action and adventure alpha male
bad boy hero damaged hero fae fantasy hea kick ass heroine kick butt chick legends labyrinth magic myths romantic adventure shifter romance wizards witches sprights knights nobility royalty cupid
valentines day spells witchcraft enchantment comedy humorous romantic comedy

Woken Furies 2011-11-14

dirty work in a manner of speaking perhaps but certainly not along the lines of de sade or henry miller dirty maybe because within this remarkable volume of short stories a follow up to her award
winning collection patterns author pat cadigan unflinchingly explores the implications of technology on modern and near future societies humorously challenges our perceptions of reality and
chillingly strips away our civilized facades to confront the bestial nature of our souls with stories like home by the sea dispatches from the revolution no prisoners 50 ways to improve your orgasm
and naming names pat cadigan exhibits an enviable ability to tackle a variety of themes moods and perspectives and makes it all seem easy featuring 18 stunning fictions including the previously
unpublished lost girls written especially for this book as well as intriguing author introduction to each story dirty work is a thought provoking often funny never compromising collection by one of
america s most gifted authors it doesn t get any better than this
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